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1. Introduction
Report written by Adam Bannister, editor, IFSEC Global
The UK’s Surveillance Camera Commissioner, Tony Porter,
encountered an industry with “no clear direction of travel”1
upon taking the role in March 2014. Rewind back to the
aftermath of the 2007-2008 financial crisis and CCTV had
almost fallen out of fashion, he told the NSI Summit in March
2019. Concepts like AI were a “mere glint in the eye”.
As of 2019, however, the industry has been energised
by great leaps forward in image quality and powerful
functionality like facial recognition. The industry was
worth US$36.89bn in 2018 and is projected to grow to
US$68.34bn by 2023, at a CAGR of 13.1%.2
The Video Surveillance Report 2019 examines several
paradigm shifts transforming the potential of network
cameras and associated hardware and software. Once
again sponsored by IDIS, the report’s fifth annual edition
is based on a survey of 321 professionals involved in
the supply chain for physical security systems. Installers,
integrators, consultants, facilities managers and heads
of security departments were among those who shared
their opinions, perceptions and experiences of video
surveillance technologies.
The capabilities of video surveillance systems are being
transformed by fundamental shifts in how digital data is
gathered, analysed, shared and stored. This has profound
implications not just for the effectiveness of video surveillance
as a security tool but its deployment for a range of other, nonsecurity applications. Security cameras are already playing
a key role in the drive to smarter cities and burgeoning
industrial internet of things. The ramifications for how systems
are installed and maintained and the business models of
installers and integrators are no less seismic.

risks – and data protection challenges – in the IP age.
Among other things we asked respondents whether the
US government ban on Chinese ITC and electronics had
affected procurement or specification preferences.
Finally – with particular interest to readers in the UK and
perhaps the EU – we asked UK-based respondents if they, or
their customers, were aware of video surveillance projects
being delayed or abandoned because of the ongoing
uncertainty over the outcome of Brexit.

About the sponsor: IDIS
IDIS is a global security company that designs and
manufactures video solutions for a wide range of
commercial and public sector markets. As the largest
surveillance manufacturer in South Korea, headquartered
just outside Seoul, and operating across 50 countries
with 100+ strategic partners, IDIS is a world-leading
end-to-end solution provider with more than two million
recorders installed worldwide and over 16.8 million
cameras utilising IDIS technology.
The IDIS Total Solution meets the security, analytical
and business intelligence needs of organisations large
and small. By providing the benefit of easy to install and
operate, resilient, high-performance video solutions,
IDIS customers benefit from low total cost of ownership
combined with the flexibility and scalability to effectively
future-proof their investments.
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1 Innovation has revitalised video surveillance – but amplified privacy challenges: Tony Porter (IFSEC Global)
https://www.ifsecglobal.com/video-surveillance/innovation-revitalised-video-surveillance-amplified-privacy-challenges-tony-porter
2 Video Surveillance Market and Global Forecast to 2023 (Markets and Markets)
https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/video-surveillance-market-645.html
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2. About the respondents
Which country are you based in?
n United Kingdom 49%

Which of the following best describes
your role?
Installer/
integrator

23%

Business owner/
senior executive

16%

Non-executive
end user

14%

Head/director of s
ecurity or similar

10%

Security distributor/
manufacturer

9%

IT and security
consultant

9%

Security
consultant

8%

In-house IT
professional

5%

IT and security
distributor

4%

n Rest of Europe 21%
n Africa 11%
n Asia 10%
n Middle East 5%
n North America 2%
n Central &

South America 1%
n Australasia 1%

How big is your organisation?
(end users only)
nS
 mall – up to 50
employees 44%
 id-sized –
nM

51-250
employees 17%
 nterprise/
nE

corporate –
more than 250
employees 39%

Facilities
manager

3%

Which sector does your employer operate in? (end users)
Government/public sector 14%
Distribution/suppliers 11%
IT/cybersecurity 8%
Manufacturing/engineering 8%
Education 7%
Construction 6%
Hospitality/leisure/entertainment 4%
Retail 4%
Transportation 4%
Miscellaneous office-based 3%
Healthcare/pharmaceuticals 3%
Finance/banking 2%
Residential housing 2%
Utilities/energy 2%
Other (please specify) 22%
3
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3. The cloud
Do you use cloud-based technology for your
surveillance system?
n Yes 31%
n Not yet - but

we are
considering
it 31%
n No 38%

same proportion (31%) are considering doing so, leaving
38% with no current plans to migrate any part of their video
surveillance infrastructure to the cloud.

Which cloud-based technology are you
using?
n Private cloud 50%
 hared/data centre
nS
cloud 41%
 o-location 9%
nC

More than three quarters (77%) of enterprises have at least
one application, or a portion of their IT infrastructure, in
the cloud, according to the 2018 IDG Cloud Computing
Study3. And enterprises expected to invest an average of
$3.5m in cloud apps, platforms and services in the year
ahead.
Take-up has been slower in the video surveillance market, as
our survey bears out, with just shy of one in three end users
(31%) already storing data on cloud-based platforms. The

Of those organisations that do use the cloud for video
surveillance data, the biggest proportion used a private
cloud (50%), followed closely behind by a shared cloud
(41%). Only 9% used a co-located cloud infrastructure.

3 Understand Organizations’ Cloud Computing Plans (IDG) https://resources.idg.com/download/executive-summary/cloud-computing-2018
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A private or enterprise cloud solution provides complete
control over data but is the most expensive, demanding
and difficult to scale of the three models. The organisation
purchases, manages and maintains all components,
including servers, internal intranet, networking equipment
and software. Often seen as the most secure model,
private clouds are typically seen in large enterprises and
critical infrastructure sectors like healthcare, banking
and government. However, our survey suggests that
enterprise organisations are no more or less likely to have a
private cloud for video surveillance purposes than smaller
organisations.
Conversely, shared clouds are the most cost-effective
and scalable, and least demanding to manage. Paying
a subscription for an end-to-end solution, organisations
rent only as much storage as they need from a third party.
While smaller businesses appreciate the flexibility, bigger
organisations are typically more circumspect about
outsourcing data storage and management.
But again, the smallest organisations were unexpectedly
less likely to use a shared cloud than organisations in
general (37% versus 41%), while mid-sized firms (46%),
defined as having 51-250 employees, and enterprise firms
(44%) were actually more likely to use a shared cloud.
Availability of this service-based model, which requires no
up-front investment in hardware or ongoing maintenance
and management by the end user, helps explain why price
was the most significant barrier to migrating to the cloud for
only 15% of respondents.
Colocation, the least common model, is a halfway house
where businesses store data in a third-party data centre.
They buy all hardware and software themselves but pool the
cost of power, cooling and floor space with other tenants.
Clients have control over data and server configuration
but are responsible for installation, maintenance, software
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The IoT is generating data storage
demands many organisations may
struggle to accommodate internally
licensing and backups. Mid-sized firms were the most likely
to use the co-located model, according to our survey, with
15% in this segment doing so (9% of all organisations used
this model).
Cybersecurity concerns were the most common reason for
not using cloud-based technology, cited by nearly one in
four (23%). A further roughly one in five (19%) probably had
security fears in mind when they said reluctance ‘to outsource
data storage to an external company’ best explained their
organisation’s resistance to the cloud.
Proponents of the technology would argue that cloud
services, delivered by reputable providers, can actually be
more secure and, with no requirements to buy and manage
infrastructure internally, are inherently less expensive. They
might also ask: who better to manage, store and secure data
than a business whose entire business model is optimised for
doing just that?
Moreover, the internet of things is generating data storage
demands many organisations may struggle to accommodate
internally. And off-site storage in the cloud negates the risk
of data loss in the event of a fire or natural disaster, making
the cloud particularly appealing for organisations based in
regions prone to extreme weather events. Data can also
be easily backed up on cloud servers and readily accessed
remotely from mobile devices. For organisations still unwilling
to outsource data management despite these benefits,
perhaps for compliance reasons, the private cloud is a viable,
albeit more costly option.

What is the main reason you are not using cloud-based technology?
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Too concerned about
cybersecurity

23%

Wasn’t the best choice
when we installed or last
upgraded the system

20%

Reluctant to outsource
data storage to external
company

19%

Too expensive

15%

Other

24%
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Yet the market for cloud-based video surveillance and
access control applications remains embryonic, with
20% of end users implying that the technology was still
too immature when they installed or last upgraded their
system. Perhaps some organisations had a bad experience
elsewhere in their network. Research from cloud hosting
company The Bunker revealed that 28% of organisations
had encountered problems caused by bad advice from
cloud providers and that 70% had experienced serious
system failures.
This trust issue is amplified by the explosion in cybercrime
and increasingly tough data protection laws around the
world. The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
which introduced fines of up to 4% of annual global turnover
or €20m (whichever is greater) for infringements, has set the
benchmark, while the US, Canada and Australia also have
exacting regulations. Some countries, including China and
India, have even legislated against storing data overseas4
– creating headaches for companies operating in multiple
jurisdictions. Organisations are thus being much more
thorough in their due diligence of businesses with which
they share data. This in turn could incentivise cloud service
providers to raise standards.

A trend report from

Offered the chance to cite other reservations over adopting
the cloud one respondent cited “GDPR, cybersecurity as well
as the cost of networking data”. Another said “our image
enhancement technology must be embedded in hardware.”
A third said that regulations in their sector, gaming, “currently
do not permit its use.”
Bandwidth limitations cited by another respondent are
certainly a major impediment, given the complexity and size
of video data compared to other forms of data. Surprisingly,
the world’s foremost economic powers, the US and China,
sit only 20th and 141st respectively in the league table of
broadband speeds. The UK is 35th, in the bottom third of EU
countries.
But technological progress favours the cloud. Global
broadband speeds jumped from 7.4Mbps to 9.10Mbps in
just one year5 between 2017-18 and will continue to rise.
And the arrival of 5G networks could make cloud-based
video surveillance viable in locations with slow, unreliable
or non-existent broadband. Compression technologies
like Intelligent Codec from IDIS, which promises up to 90%
savings on storage and bandwidth while enabling faster,
better searching of clearer images, are also bringing the
cloud’s benefits into sharper focus.

4 India may become next restricted market for US cloud providers (TechCrunch)
https://techcrunch.com/2018/08/04/india-may-become-next-restricted-market-for-u-s-cloud-providers/
5 Worldwide broadband speed league 2019 https://www.cable.co.uk/broadband/speed/worldwide-speed-league/
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4. Facial recognition
Do you use facial recognition
technology?
n Yes 27%
n No 73%

Prices meanwhile are falling to commercially viable
levels for a growing number of organisations. The
perception that facial recognition is ‘only suited
to certain niche markets like border security or law
enforcement’ is diminishing: ranked, on average,
fourth out of five barriers to purchase we put to
respondents.
Huge potential
The potential is huge, with the market projected to nearly
triple in size to £11.7bn by 2026 from $4bn in 2017.
Matching faces in crowded public places against criminal
watch lists, face recognition systems give law enforcement
and counter-terror agencies powerful new ways to prevent
and solve crimes. It can also speed up investigations – a
godsend for police forces coping with budget cuts.

More than one in four (27%) security professionals
polled now use facial recognition software – a real
breakthrough for a technology hamstrung by high
prices and patchy performance until fairly recently.
Advances in processing power and deep learning
saw algorithms become 20 times more effective at
searching databases and finding matches between
2014-2018, according to a study by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)6.

Among those who deploy facial recognition systems, nearly
two thirds (65%) reported investigations being ‘faster, easier
and more effective’ as a result – the most frequently realised
benefit of those we posed. Video surveillance systems were
more effective at preventing crimes for 57% of respondents.
Video surveillance cameras have always been a deterrent
to crime (albeit the degree to which this is the case is hotly
disputed), with reformed criminals citing visible CCTV
(along with barking dogs) as the biggest deterrent from

6 Ongoing Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT), Part 2: Identification (NIST) https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.IR.8238
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Which benefits are you realising from facial recognition?
Faster, easier, more
effective investigations

65%

Crime prevention

57%

Personalised services when
VIPs enter our facilities

49%

Improved health
and safety

35%

No obvious benefits

2%

Other

12%

breaking into properties in one study7. However, by helping
control rooms locate and track persons of interest, facial
recognition can also help security teams intercept criminals
before they commit a crime.
Face recognition can also aid searches for missing persons,
while some police forces are testing out deployments in bodyworn cameras. Neural networks are creating other biometrics,
such as gait analysis (how people walk), whose accuracy holds
up better than face recognition in low quality footage.
Significant proportions of survey respondents reported
face recognition benefits entirely unrelated to security:
personalised services when VIPs enter their facilities (49%)
and improvements to health and safety (35%). Only 2%
reported ‘no obvious benefits’.

Many respondents reported face
recognition benefits unrelated to security

Legitimate privacy concerns
Privacy concerns, heightened by tough data protection
regimes like the EU’s GDPR, were the highest ranked
misgiving about adopting facial recognition systems.
Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIAs), enterprisegrade cybersecurity protections, anonymization and
pseudonymisation of data and strict data retention
procedures can all help mitigate the risks.
Given the profound benefits for public safety and security, it
would be a shame if the face recognition industry, regulators
and law enforcement failed to assuage legitimate privacy
concerns. The Chinese state’s use of facial recognition to
repress its Uighur Muslim population and penalise citizens
judged to be engaging in antisocial behaviour8 isn’t helping

Please rank in order of importance these
factors in why you have not adopted facial
recognition?
Average
ranking
1

Too many privacy issues (i.e. GDPR) to
overcome

2

Upfront cost of software or hardware is
too expensive

3

Operational benefits are unproven

4

Only suited to certain niche markets like
border security or law enforcement

5

Don't know enough about the
technology yet

7 Former burglars say barking dogs and CCTV are best deterrent (BBC News)
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/aug/18/former-burglars-barking-dogs-cctv-best-deterrent
8 The complicated truth about China’s social credit system
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/china-social-credit-system-explained
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in this regard. And prospective customers might balk at
investing in expensive technology they might subsequently
be prohibited from using. San Francisco has become the
first US city to prohibit law enforcement from using face
recognition technology, lawmakers in Washington have
proposed a ban and the California state senate is considering
proposals for a ban on use within body cameras.
The key to gaining public trust, other than effective
regulation, is developing systems that identify and track
persons of interest while ‘ignoring’ everyone else. While
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procurement costs were the second highest ranked
barrier to adoption by end users, security teams should
nevertheless avoid cheaper solutions that fail to protect the
identities of innocent citizens.
As the technology continues to improve, prices fall and
deployments proliferate, we can expect concerns about the
‘upfront cost of software or hardware’ (the second biggest
reservation), ‘unproven operational benefits’ (third) and not
knowing ‘enough about the technology’ (fifth and last) to
diminish.
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5. AI and deep learning
Do you expect to adopt deep learning video
analytics within the next 5 years?
n Already have
adopted 6%
n Yes 47%
n No 17%
n Not sure 30%

Deep learning algorithms, which continuously self-optimise
based on analysis of data gathered, has supercharged video
analytics. Although only 6% of end users use video analytics
driven by deep learning algorithms, this could change
dramatically over the next five years, since half (50%) of the
rest expect to introduce deep learning analytics within that
time frame and only 18% confidently anticipate not doing so.
The remaining 32% were ‘not sure’. This probably closely
mirrors the proportions expecting to adopt or upgrade video
analytics software at all, since most new systems coming onto
the market use deep learning algorithms.
A form of machine learning, deep learning describes
the capacity to learn without human input, enabled by
deeply layered, tightly packed neural networks roughly
modelled on the human brain. Deep learning systems can
10
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continuously calibrate weighting assigned to various inputs
to better understand their environment. While standard
systems tend to scrutinise pixel values for input data, deep
learning systems can also harness edges, vector shapes
and myriad other visual elements to recognise and classify
objects.
Replacing CPUs with GPUs (graphics processing units) has
equipped systems to simultaneously manage thousands of
data processes, including transcoding, pattern matching,
image analysis and recognition, and signal processing.
Deep learning algorithms can handle larger datasets,
including unlabelled data, in less time than traditional
algorithms, all while easing the burden on data centre
infrastructure.
Put simply, practice makes perfect. Systems improve their
performance just as humans gradually become better at,
say, playing the piano if they practice every day. Deployed
in an airport, for instance, deep learning analytics could
become gradually more effective at distinguishing
passengers monitoring departure screens from genuinely
suspicious loitering by learning about behaviour patterns
specific to that airport and its facilities and layout.
Developers of AI-driven video surveillance software will be
pleased to hear that the biggest barrier to adoption, from five
we put to respondents, is among the easiest to remedy: that
it’s still too expensive (cited by 34%). Because prices tend to
fall over time – today’s cutting-edge enterprise solutions will
be tomorrow’s budget-end technologies. This is happening
for instance with biometric access control, which is now
becoming affordable for a growing number of businesses.
Sponsored by IDIS

Sponsored by
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Do you agree with the following statements about AI software used in video surveillance?
Still too expensive
Might complicate system
design/configuration and
operator training
I’m concerned about acting
on AI insights when AI lacks
human intelligence
I have misgivings about staff/
customers regarding privacy
It’s all hype – no proven
benefits
None of the above

34%
29%
27%
22%
8%
16%

In second place, worries that neural networks ‘might
complicate system design/configuration and operator
training’ (polling 29%) are to some degree well founded.
While deep learning systems can self-learn they cannot fully
self-configure.
More complex than non-AI systems, they might require
engineers to visit sites multiple times to optimise
configuration of detection zones, masks, camera angles or
perspective settings. Then again, deep learning VA can be
deployed with much less incident-specific configuration
than its predecessors and is arguably simpler and quicker
overall to get up and running.
More than one in four (27%) had concerns about systems
‘acting on AI insights when AI lacks human intelligence’.

The key here is recognising the technology’s limitations
and, wherever possible, having a human operator verify
insights generated by the platform. Ultimately, executive
actions, such as apprehending someone located through
appearance searching, are always taken by human
personnel not the machine.
Representing South Wales Police in a legal action brought
over its use of facial recognition, Jeremy Johnson QC
recently told a court9 that: “It is up to the operator to
decide whether the person is a match or not. You then
have the intervention. It’s not that the operator makes their
own assessment, the officer on the ground looking at the
individual will make their own assessment and will decide
whether or not to intervene and speak to the individual.”

9 Facial recognition tech prevents crime, police tell UK privacy case (The Guardian)
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/may/22/facial-recognition-prevents-crime-police-tell-uk-privacy-case

IDIS insight
“These results are fully in line with the increased demand we’re seeing globally. For example, last year we introduced IDIS
Deep Learning Analytics (IDLA) as a 64-channel service module within our IDIS Solution Suite1 video management software.
It lets our customers benefit from robust, calibration-free object detection and classification (objects such as people, cars and
bicycles), intrusion and loitering detection. Intelligent and combination search options improve incident investigation and
operational efficiency with the ability to quickly identify persons and vehicles of interest by colour and appearance.
“The latest version is even more accurate, faster, and more scalable. Through development of our deep network
architecture, we are now achieving a ground-breaking up to 97% accuracy level.
“At the same time, we’ve responded to demand for smaller applications and customers can reap the benefits through our
DV-2116, AI in the Box2 option. The DV-2116 makes deep learning analytics more affordable – plus it’s easy to deploy. The
plug-and-play IDLA-ready appliance comes embedded with an NVDIA GTX1060 GPU chipset allowing the analysis of up
to 16 channels simultaneously. And importantly, it’s available through a simple-to-understand and affordable licence that
lets users transform their existing legacy hardware and cameras and harness the power of deep learning technology.”
James Min, managing director, IDIS Europe
1 IDIS Solution Suite https://www.idisglobal.com/index/product_view/54?lang=EN&country=IDIS
2 DV-2116, AI in the Box https://www.idisglobal.com/index/product_view/1757?lang=EN&country=IDIS
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Nevertheless, there are reasonable grounds for exercising
caution. In a test conducted by the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) in 2018, for example, Amazon’s Rekognition
platform incorrectly identified 28 members of Congress
– and worse still, they were disproportionately people of
colour – as having been arrested for a crime10.
Oversight by human operators
Far from becoming less important, then, oversight by
human operators is arguably more crucial than ever. AI and
humans can complement and offset one another’s talents
and weaknesses respectively. Following the London riots
of August 2011, for instance, an elite police unit of ‘super
recognisers’ – people with a rare talent for recognising
faces – identified 609 suspects from tens of thousands of
hours of CCTV footage. Mick Neville, a former detective
chief inspector at Scotland Yard who set up the UK’s
first super recogniser police unit in 2013, insists facial
recognition software is still less efficient, especially
for side-on and back-of-the-head views. But if super
recognisers trawling footage of the London riots back in
2011 had access to the appearance searching functionality
available today, they could have surely zeroed in on their
suspects much quicker.
Only 22% of respondents had misgivings about AI in
relation to the privacy of their staff and customers, despite
the threat of huge fines for infringements of data protection
regulations, particularly punitive across the EU with the
GDPR now in force. Indeed, 26% of EU-based respondents
were concerned about the privacy implications, compared
to only 14% of those outside the EU. Nevertheless, privacy
concerns were the biggest misgiving about adopting
facial recognition systems for both EU-based and non-EU
respondents, albeit the former were slightly more likely to
rank it top.
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If some deep learning capabilities might
erode privacy, others can safeguard it
But if some deep learning-generated capabilities are
threatening to erode privacy, then others can actually
safeguard civil liberties. Privacy masking technology, for
instance, protects all identities, save for persons of interest,
by pixelating faces before video footage is submitted
for evidentiary purposes. For example, IDIS Dynamic
Privacy Masking11 is supported by Chained Fingerprint, a
proprietary technology that detects signs of tampering or
alteration, protecting the integrity of surveillance data. It
also helps operators furnish relevant information in response
to ‘right of access’ requests by data subjects under Article
15 of the GDPR12.
And yet, only 19% of respondents agreed that AI could help
systems comply with data protection regulations. And less
than half agreed that it offered any of the other benefits we
posed: that it could ‘enable a more proactive, less reactive
security response’ (43%); ‘provide valuable intelligence’
(42%); ‘offer a better return on investment’ (20%); and
‘operate normally during network disruption’ (12%).
It’s worth noting that respondents either agreed with these
statements or not – there was no ‘don’t know’ option.
With AI being complex, still relatively immature tech, it’s
reasonable to surmise that many respondents simply felt
they were too unfamiliar with the technology to endorse
these benefits. Indeed, few respondents (8%) thought that
AI was ‘all hype – no proven benefits’.
The top two cited benefits of AI for control rooms –
‘enabling a more proactive security response’ and
providing ‘valuable intelligence’ – help explain why

10 Amazon’s Face Recognition Falsely Matched 28 Members of Congress With Mugshots
https://www.aclu.org/blog/privacy-technology/surveillance-technologies/amazons-face-recognition-falsely-matched-28
11 IDIS launches cost-free dynamic privacy masking at IFSEC (IDIS) https://www.idisglobal.com/index/latest_view/2694?lang=EN&country=IDIS
12 15. Right of access by the data subject (easy GDPR) https://easygdpr.eu/gdpr-article/15/

Are you convinced that current AI software helps video surveillance systems…?
Enable a more proactive, less
reactive security response
Provide valuable
intelligence

43%
42%

Offer a better return on
investment

20%

Comply with data protection/
privacy regulations

19%

Operate normally during
network disruption

12%

None of the above

14%
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Which TWO of these security-conscious sectors/environments do you think will benefit most
from AI?
Crowded places (public squares,
shopping malls, sports stadia etc)

55%

Law enforcement

53%

Retail

21%

Banking/finance

21%

Transportation

16%

Utilities, energy, oil & gas

15%

Healthcare

13%

Education

7%

crowded places (55%) and law enforcement (53%)
were seen as the most suitable arenas for deployment
of deep learning-driven software. Asked which two
security-conscious sectors or environments they
thought would benefit most from AI, respondents
chose crowded places like public squares and
shopping centres plus law enforcement applications
like murder investigations more than 2.5 times as often
as any other option.
Asked which search function or feature they, or
their customers, typically found most valuable, 49%
opted for combination searching (such as vehicles,
numbers of people, and appearance) – more than
2.7 times the proportion that opted for the next most
popular feature, facial recognition (18%). Eleven
percent opted for ANPR (Automatic Number Plate
Recognition), which is used in car parking applications
and for locating stolen vehicles, road safety, tackling
uninsured vehicle use, counter terrorism, and tackling
organised crime.
AI search functions effectively solve the ‘needle in
a haystack’ problem facing control room operators
when manually trawling hundreds of hours of footage,
from multiple sources, often including crowded
scenes, for a suspect about which they might have
little information. In one remarkable case, a video
analytics platform helped detectives solve a murder
investigation13. The software helped them create
an avatar that matched the victim’s description and
automatically matched individuals meeting the criteria,
within minutes, from hundreds of hours of footage.

Which AI search function/feature do you
think would be generally most beneficial to
you or your customers?
Combination
searching i.e.
ANPR + Facial
+ Appearance

49%

Facial
Recognition

18%

Automatic
Number Plate
Recognition
(ANPR)

11%

Appearance
Searching

8%

Other (please
specify)

2%

Don’t know

12%

It helped that the technology could search for multiple
characteristics, including faces, clothing, gender, height,
build and hair colour. Called appearance searching, this
search function polled 8%.

13 How a murder investigation was solved in minutes using video analytics (IFSEC Global)
https://www.ifsecglobal.com/video-surveillance/murder-investigation-solved-minutes-video-analytics/
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6. Analytics at the edge
Which storage model does your video
analytics operate on?
n W
 e don’t use video
analytics 50%
 erver-based video
n S
analytics 31%
 ardware-based
n H

analytics (analytics
appliances/boxes)
14%
 dge-based
n E
analytics 6%

Video analytics has been transformed by a revolution not
just in how data is processed but where it’s processed too.
Of the 50% who use video analytics, only 11% of video
surveillance systems conduct analytics at the ‘edge’ – within
the camera or encoder before being sent to the server.
A majority (61%) still use the traditional, server-based model.
Hardware-based analytics, where data is routed through
and processed by separate appliances or boxes, follows in a
distant second place (28%).

Do you expect your organisation to switch
to edge-based analytics in the next 5
years?
n Y
 es 34%
 o 15%
n N

If our survey is a reliable barometer, then, five years from now
we can expect a majority of video analytics deployments to
analyse at least some data at the edge using deep learning
algorithms. The global edge computing market is projected
to reach $3.24bn by 2025 by Grand View Research14.

Do you agree that edge-based analytics
offers the following benefits?
More efficient use
of bandwidth and
storage

47%

Easy to install/add to
existing surveillance
systems

40%

Lowers operating
costs

31%

Sustains normal
operation during
network disruption or
in environments with
limited bandwidth

31%

Easier to meet
compliance
obligations

28%

Less likely to reduce
image quality

22%

None of the above

18%

 ot sure 51%
n N

But among those who don’t yet deploy edge-based
analytics, only 15% expected this to still be the case five
years hence. While the biggest proportion (51%) were
unsure whether they would switch to edge analytics within
this time frame, a significant proportion – more than one in
three (34%) – were confident that they would.

We asked professionals across the supply chain whether
edge-based analytics offered specific benefits and whether
various trends might accelerate or slow adoption rates.

14 Edge Computing Market Size, Share & Trends Analysis Report and Segment Forecasts, 2019-2025 (Grand View Research)
https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/edge-computing-market
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The most commonly cited benefit was ‘more efficient use
of bandwidth and storage’, with 47% appreciating that oncamera intelligence can filter out irrelevant data before it
reaches the network. However, this benefit can’t be realised
if you intend to keep all video for a certain period of time.
Transferring less data to the server means, in theory, less
need for data compression – yet only 22% agreed that edge
analytics is ‘less likely to reduce image quality’, the least
cited benefit of six presented. While processing data closer
to its source can reduce latency, the greater processing
power of servers is a countervailing factor. Servers can also
typically run a wider range of more advanced analytics
functions and, more so than a camera with on-board
analytics, run several simultaneously.
Significant proportions of respondents thought edge-based
analytics was ‘easy to install/add to existing surveillance
systems’ (40%) and made it ‘easier to meet compliance
obligations’ (28%). Some 31% agreed that analytics at
the edge will sustain ‘normal operation during network
disruption or in environments with limited bandwidth’.
However, IDG reports15 that the average data centre suffers
30 minutes of downtime a year compared to 29 hours at
edge computing sites.
While nearly one in three (31%) agreed that it ‘lowers
operating costs’, nearly one in four (24%) thought this came
at the cost of being ‘more expensive initially’. It is certainly
true that cameras with on-board analytics are typically more
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Edge analytics is a godsend given that
‘video data is large, complex and used in
real time’
expensive than those without, though it might be offset by
reduced expenditure on data centre upgrades.
Reduced bandwidth usage makes edge analytics a
godsend given that ‘video data is large, complex and used
in real time’ – a benefit recognised by 54%. In theory, then,
the much-hyped arrival of 5G networks, which promise to
make download speeds about 20 times faster, could reduce
the need for edge-based analytics. However, only 20%
agreed with this assertion.
The same proportion (20%) believed the demands of
proliferating IoT devices would have the opposite effect and
increase demand for analytics at the edge.
Billions of devices
Professor Alan Woodward of Surrey University, a former
GCHQ adviser, told The Telegraph earlier this year: “You
will move from having millions of devices to billions of
devices.”16 Most respondents perhaps felt that dramatic
increases in both network capacity and data demands
would effectively cancel each other out and the need for
more efficient bandwidth use would remain fairly steady.

15 Resilience at Edge Computing Sites Is Resilience for the Whole IT Environment (Network World)
https://www.networkworld.com/article/3356439/resilience-at-edge-computing-sites-is-resilience-for-the-whole-it-environment.html
16 What is 5G and how will it change your life? (The Telegraph)
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/0/what-is-5g-network/
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Which of these statements about edge-based analytics do you agree with?
Ideal for video surveillance, since video
data is large, complex and used in real time

54%

Adoption rates will grow as systems
become more cloud-based

27%

More expensive initially but reduces
operating costs

24%

5G networks will reduce need for edgebased analytics

20%

Adoption rates will grow as IoT increases
size of datasets

20%

Inferior to server-based analytics – but
depends on your specific needs

14%

Suited to small-scale systems but not large
installations

10%

None of the above

14%

A higher proportion (27%) agreed that ‘adoption rates
will grow as systems become more cloud-based’. In
a blog post, Rakesh Nakod, product manager at IoT
semiconductor firm eInfochips, wrote: “Mobile devices,
wearables, cameras and many other connected devices
generate a huge amount of decentralised data – but moving
all of it to the cloud to perform analytics creates a huge
dependency […] Cisco predicts that the data generated by
IoT will reach 850ZB per year by 2021. Imagine the load the
cloud infrastructure would have to undergo to transfer this
data to storage and processing servers […] hence the need
for edge analytics.”17
However, a blog post18 on the Genetec website argued that
server-based analytics can be easier to setup and use, since
“if you’re using a security platform with unified analytics,
for example, you’ll be able to configure the analytics from
the same interface as your video management system. This
is also true for various analytics applications, providing the
same user experience across all types of video analytics,
which simplifies configuration and operation. In larger
deployments with hundreds or thousands of cameras, this
can be a huge time-saver.”
Analytics requiring data comparison with large databases,
like facial recognition and licence plate recognition (LPR),
or for ‘tracking’ across multiple cameras, arguably need
servers. Nevertheless, only 14% agreed that edge-based
analytics is ‘inferior to server-based analytics’ but that it

‘depends on your specific needs.’ Genetec recommends
that “if you’re only looking to do basic analytics or you
have a small to medium-sized installation, an edge-based
solution might be the right choice for you. If you require
high-end analytics or have a larger enterprise system,
server-based analytics is the way to go.” However, only 10%
agreed that edge analytics is ‘suited to small-scale systems
but not large installations.’

IDIS insight
“The suitability of edge analytics depends what a
customer is trying to achieve. And this is why video
manufacturers are seeing strong demand for all types
of analytics: plug-and-play ready appliances and deep
learning software, as well as on board cameras. And
that’s what IDIS offers. Enterprise users very often have
sites where edge-analytics will do the job perfectly, so
they want the ability to mix-and-match and to be able to
configure and manage their devices from one interface.”
Jamie Barnfield, sales director, IDIS Europe
On securityinformed.com19, Per Björkdahl of ONVIF
envisaged that “the capacity of server-based analytics will
also increase, perhaps even more than the capacity of the
edge, which will lead to new and more complex uses of
video analytics. One area of improvement could be where
there is a pre-analytics on the edge and final analysis on the
server.” Or, indeed, within the cloud.

17 How Edge Analytics Accelerates Cloud Computing (eInfochips) https://www.einfochips.com/blog/how-edge-analytics-accelerates-cloud-computing/
18 On server or edge? How to choose the right video analytics (Genetec)
https://resources.genetec.com/blog/on-server-or-edge-how-to-choose-the-right-video-analytics
19 What Is The Continuing Role For Server-Based Video Analytics? (securityinformed.com)
https://www.securityinformed.com/insights/what-is-the-continuing-role-for-server-based-video-analytics.html
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7. Cybersecurity
Which do you think is the single biggest vulnerability in securing video data?
Installers neglecting cybersecurity
during implementation or maintenance

37%

Weaknesses in organisations’ internal
training, policies or procedures

25%

Inadequate protections within video
surveillance hardware

15%

Inadequate education/support of users
by manufacturers

13%

Weaknesses elsewhere
in the network

10%

The introduction of the H.264 codec and first megapixel
cameras circa 2010 ushered in the era of IP systems (albeit
previous editions of this report have shown plenty of
analogue systems remain in operation). While this brought
to security teams a raft of powerful new capabilities, it also
introduced to corporate networks new nodes through
which cyber-attacks could be launched.
However, it was arguably an incident in October 2016 that
17
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finally propelled cybersecurity to the top of the agenda.
Following an enormous distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)
attack on French telecom provider OVH, the Mirai botnet
infected thousands of IP security cameras and wireless
routers. The assault slowed down or even stopped the
internet across the US east coast. Manufacturers of physical
security systems have since invested more resources into
hardening the cyber-resilience of products and educating
customers on cybersecurity best practices.
Sponsored by IDIS

Sponsored by
Quizzed on which part of the supply chain was the weakest
link, more than one in three respondents (37%) chose
installers that neglect ‘cybersecurity during implementation
or maintenance’. Taken together, the two vulnerabilities
related to end users (‘weaknesses in internal training and
policies’ and ‘weaknesses elsewhere in the network’) polled
a similar proportion (35%). Finally, manufacturers’ efforts are
perhaps reaping some dividends, with hardware resilience
plus education and support from vendors amounting to a
smaller proportion, 28%.
The first, second and fourth ranked vulnerabilities, which
cover training, support and negligence, all relate to the role
of people rather than technology. According to research by
CODE42, 78% of cybersecurity professionals think the biggest
threat to endpoint security is employee negligence, while the
average organisation suffers 9.3 insider threats per month20.
Secure by design
But manufacturers can reduce the scope for employees
leaving the door ajar for hackers by prioritising cybersecurity
at the very outset of product development – the design
stage – as well as throughout its lifecycle. This is the
thinking behind a certification scheme launched at IFSEC
International 2019 in June by The Surveillance Camera
Commissioner for England and Wales, Tony Porter. Among
other things, manufacturers must force users to replace
default passwords with sufficiently complex alternatives if
they’re to use the ‘secure by default’ certification mark.
There are websites linking to tens of thousands of IP cameras
around the world with default usernames and passwords
provided, together with the relevant model’s default
login details. IoT developer Synopsys found that 23% of
its enterprise customers used default passwords on their
cameras and only 30% had updated to the latest firmware.
Tony Porter, who is planning to introduce self-certification
for end users, installers and consultants, told IFSEC
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Global: “We believe that there is a greater burden on
manufacturers to support the security of end users. It’s
simple to follow and manufacturers will be held to account
both by the public and internally. The end game will be
a roadmap to branding [that proves] people know what
they’re buying is good kit.”

Please rank in order of importance what
manufacturers should prioritise to reduce
cybersecurity vulnerabilities?
Average
ranking
1

Protecting data integrity through
measures like encryption

2

Enhancing training/education/
technical support for users and installers

3

Reducing complexity and human error
through automation

4

Collaborating with integration partners
and supply chain

5

Strengthening/extending role-based
access control

We asked respondents to rank in order of priority five
actions manufacturers could take to mitigate cybersecurity
vulnerabilities. One year on since the GDPR came into
force, the most urgent priority, our survey respondents
believe, is ‘protecting data integrity through measures like
encryption’. IDIS has encrypted video data in transit and has
implemented proprietary protocols and its own database
file structures to protect stored data since the company’s
brand launch in 2013. However, in a blog post21 published
in May 2019, Synopsys noted that “only a small fraction of
our customers actually use” encryption.

20 Are Humans the Weakest Link in the Cybersecurity Chain? (Agilient)
https://www.agilient.com.au/2018/11/06/are-humans-the-weakest-link-in-the-cybersecurity-chain/
21 The state of cybersecurity in the physical security industry (Synopsys)
https://www.synopsys.com/blogs/software-security/video-surveillance-cybersecurity/

IDIS insight
Welcoming the Surveillance Camera Commissioner’s scheme, James Min, managing director at IDIS Europe, says that
customers should be asking manufacturers how they mitigate against three specific risks: data access loopholes, data
transmission weaknesses, and the integrity of recorded footage. And he advises that users need to make sure their
surveillance partner is prepared to be both proactive and reactive when it comes new threats.
“IDIS has consistently made cybersecurity a priority1, taking a multi-pronged approach that carries right through from
R&D to customer installation. As a result, today we can offer a layered and comprehensive set of technologies to ensure
maximum protection for end users, which is combined with a robust training programme for our integration partners.
“We also understand that manufacturers can’t stand still. At IDIS we are continuing to innovate and are ready tackle new
threats as soon they emerge. Importantly we make sure we are prepared to issue timely firmware updates that enable our
users to quickly and automatically propagate every device.” James Min, managing director, IDIS Europe
1 IDIS Cybersecurity https://www.idisglobal.com/index/cybersecurity?lang=EN&country=IDIS
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When it comes to encryption IDIS’s approach includes using
its own proprietary technology that incorporates the TLS
(Transport Layer Security) cryptographic protocol. TLS is a
successor to SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) and it helps prevent
malicious activities such as data snooping and alteration or
destruction of data during transmission over networks.
‘Enhancing training/education/technical support for
users and installers’ ranked second, followed by ‘reducing
complexity and human error through automation’. The
perceived value of both again reflects the role of human
error in so many data breaches.

IDIS insight
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third-party cloud providers, surely makes collaboration
across the supply chain a critical part of building
resilience – as Paul Dodds, country manager UK & Ireland
at Genetec, told IFSEC Global: “It’s about working
within an ecosystem of trust with partners, suppliers
and customers. A business can spend an awful lot of
money on security compliance, but if your partners don’t
share those principles, you’re never going to achieve
compliance.”

Do you agree that the internet of things is
making cybersecurity more urgent?
n Yes 88%

“The cornerstone of IDIS video tech, IDIS DirectIP® ,
streamlines cybersecurity by eliminating the need
for engineers to manage multiple IP addresses and
associated passwords during implementation. This
mitigates against human error and the common
malpractice of saving passwords in vulnerable
spreadsheets. At the same time, IDIS’s For Every Network
(FEN) peer-to-peer technology lets engineers deploy
secure, multi-site surveillance solutions that deliver
centralised monitoring and control without in-depth
knowledge of routing or networking.”
Jamie Barnfield, sales director, IDIS Europe
1

1 IDIS DirectIP
https://www.idisglobal.com/index/directip?lang=EN&country=IDIS

‘Collaborating with integration partners and supply chain’
and ‘strengthening/extending role-based access control’
should be the lowest priorities of the five we posed,
according to respondents. Far from being unimportant
however, perhaps the industry simply believes manufacturers
have already made more progress in these areas.
A trend towards integrating various security and building
systems with one another, as well as outsourcing data to

 o 5%
nN
 ot sure 7%
nN

The total installed base of Internet of Things (IoT) connected
devices is projected by Statista22 to reach 75.44 billion
worldwide by 2025, a fivefold increase in 10 years.
With untold new targets for hackers coming online, it’s no
wonder that the vast majority of respondents (88%) thought
the IoT was making cybersecurity more urgent still, with 7%
unsure and only 5% disagreeing.
But while IoT developers in the consumer market have been
heavily criticised for neglecting cybersecurity, protections
are thankfully more robust where the industrial IoT (IIoT) is
concerned.

22 Internet of Things (IoT) connected devices installed base worldwide 2015-2025 (Statista)
https://www.statista.com/statistics/471264/iot-number-of-connected-devices-worldwide/

Has the ban on USA government use of Chinese ITC and electronics affected procurement or
specification preferences?
Yes – country of origin is of
30%
critical importance
No – but we preferred
non-Chinese products and 18%
software BEFORE this ban
No – country of origin is of
no importance 27%
No – the ban was
probably unfair 24%
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“Some security concerns exist because people frame all IoT
through the lens of connected toasters being exploited by
hackers,” Yen-Sze Soon, managing director of Accenture,
told Wired23. “Businesses have a more coordinated
approach to their security. Getting onto their networks –
often closed-loop networks in factories, for instance – is
much tougher.”
Nevertheless, IHS Markit has sounded the alarm about
some all too common vulnerabilities seen in critical
infrastructure: ageing underlying legacy components;
growing demand for uninterrupted operation of legacy
systems; and makeshift hardware-software configurations
in the absence of mature security standards. The sheer
volume of devices being connected to ageing, patchwork
infrastructure creates an enormous, inconsistently protected
attack surface in sectors like energy, healthcare and
transport24.
IIoT applications
Serving as the system’s ‘eyes’, cameras play a major role in
many IIoT applications. From agriculture and manufacturing
to healthcare and city infrastructure, they are transcending
their traditional, detect-and-deter role to contribute
to operational efficiencies, process optimisation and
personalised customer experiences.
Accenture estimates that, by 2030, the industrial IoT could
add $14.2tn to the world’s economy25.
Chinese telecoms giant Huawei, which powers tens
of millions of video surveillance devices operating in
the Western market, has recently been barred from US
communications networks over national security fears.
With the Trump Administration at loggerheads with
China over trade relations and amid allegations of cyberespionage, attention has inevitably turned to two Chinese
brands that dominate the global video surveillance market.
President Trump has already blacklisted Hikvision and
Dahua from government procurement. Now the White
House is considering requiring US companies to obtain
government approval before they can supply components
to either of the companies, which together with a third
Chinese player – Uniview Technologies – account for a third
of the global video surveillance market26.
Hikvision cameras are widely installed in the US, not just in
small businesses but also schools, airports and government
offices. More than one million Hikvision cameras are
thought to be installed in the UK – about a quarter of all
surveillance cameras – including in critical infrastructure like
airports and NHS Trusts.
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Our survey suggests that negative publicity surrounding
China’s tech giants is having some impact on procurement
decisions in the video surveillance market. Around one in two
respondents (48%) reported that they, or their customers,
typically preferred to buy hardware and software from
non-Chinese brands. Thirty percent attributed this to the
recent Huawai ban because ‘country of origin is of critical
importance’, while the other 18% said they or their customers
typically ‘preferred non-Chinese products and software
before’ the ban was revealed (it’s worth noting that some
might have objections to Chinese products unrelated to
spying fears).

IDIS insight
Jamie Barnfield, sales director at IDIS Europe, comments
that the US ban and widespread criticism of Chinese tech
has increasingly seen many vendors eliminated from ICT
and security projects simply due to country of origin.
“Regardless of the US ban, cyber and quality concerns
are making it easier to sell technology manufactured in
trusted countries such as South Korea against Chinese
products that have had vulnerabilities and ‘back doors’
exposed. It’s going to take time and money for Chinese
vendors to rebuild trust.”
Jamie Barnfield, sales director, IDIS Europe
The 51% who had no problem (or their clients typically had
no problem) with products sourced from China comprised
of 27% for whom ‘country of origin is of no importance’ and
24% who thought the ‘ban was probably unfair’.
One might expect large enterprises to be warier of products
that are subject to government bans. However, enterprise
firms were only marginally less likely to procure Chinese video
surveillance products than small firms (up to 50 employees),
with 48% and 47% respectively indicating that either their
procurement preferences had been affected or that they
had always steered clear of Chinese products anyway. This
percentage actually peaked for mid-sized firms (51-250
employees) at 52%. However, far fewer enterprise end users
thought the ban was unfair (13%) than their counterparts in
mid-sized (30%) or small (28%) firms.
End users in sectors defined as critical infrastructure were
much more likely to take a dim view of Chinese products
than counterparts in other sectors: 58% were disinclined to
procure Chinese video surveillance products (versus 45%
among other sectors); nearly twice as many preferred nonChinese products before the ban (29% versus 15%); and only
13% thought the ban was probably unfair (versus 25%).

23 Inside the Industrial Internet of Things (Wired) https://www.wired.co.uk/article/inside-the-industrial-internet-of-things
24 Growing Cybersecurity Concerns Within the Industrial IoT (IHS Markit)
https://technology.ihs.com/607003/growing-cybersecurity-concerns-within-the-industrial-iot-iiot
25 Winning with the Industrial Internet of Things (Accenture) HYPERLINK “https://www.accenture.com/t00010101T000000Z__w__/it-it/_acnmedia/PDF-5/
Accenture-Industrial-Internet-of-Things-Positioning-Paper-Report-2015.pdf” Accenture
26 Konzept: 13 Tipping points in 2018 (Deutsche Bank Research)
https://www.dbresearch.com/PROD/RPS_EN-PROD/PROD0000000000459680/13_Tipping_points_in_2018.PDF
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8. Camera innovation
In your opinion, which 3 innovations/improvements in surveillance cameras have had the
most transformative benefits for security teams?
IMAGE QUALITY: Higher resolutions,
higher frame rates, defogging, image
stabilisation, defocus detection, lens
distortion correction, WDR etc

84%

LOW LIGHT PERFORMANCE: Built-in
IR, thermal, etc

53%

BETTER OPERATION: zoom, widearea coverage, multidirectional, auto
tracking, remote zoom/focus, super
optical zoom etc

45%

COMPRESSION & ENHANCED
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY: H.264,
H.265, MJPEG compression

42%

MOBILE APPLICATIONS: ability to
monitor and retrieve footage from
smartphones and tablets

38%

Widening choice of INTEGRATIONS
with third-party hardware/software

26%

REDUNDANCY/FAILOVER: SD card
slots protect data during network
disruption

12%

From remote access to edge analytics and integrations
with other building technologies, video surveillance
cameras have acquired many powerful capabilities in
recent years. However, respondents overwhelmingly
thought the most transformative improvements have
enhanced the camera’s core output: video images and
footage.
Two decades ago CCTV was notoriously bad at
fulfilling what was then its only purpose – deter, detect
and convict – because image quality was often poor,
especially in bad light. This is no longer the case. Asked
to choose the three types of innovations in surveillance
cameras, from six choices, that have been most gamechanging for security teams, 84% chose improvements in
image quality. There have been dramatic improvements
in image resolutions and frame rates, while functions like
defogging, image stabilisation, lens distortion correction
21
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and wide dynamic range have further enhanced fidelity.
The second and third most popular answers also help
control rooms capture high quality images, specifically in
poor lighting or over wide or large areas. Innovations in
‘low-light performance’ like built-in IR and thermal cameras
polled 53%, while innovations that improved operation
– like wide-area coverage, multidirectional models, autotracking or super optical zoom – were cited by 45%.
Compression technologies like MJPEG, H.264 and
H.265 have enhanced bandwidth efficiency. Some 42%
considered the resulting benefits, notably less expensive
IP infrastructure, worthy of inclusion among their top
three improvements. Each successive improvement
in coding efficiency, with H.265 now the standard of
choice, also helps end users produce better quality
images within their bandwidth limitations.
Sponsored by IDIS
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IDIS insight
“Two years ago, most security managers were thrilled
with an upgrade to full-HD. Today we’re more likely to be
shipping 5, 8 and 12MP IR cameras1. The primary factor is
that IDIS made it easy for customers to make the switch.
We were one of the first manufacturers to adopt H.265
but we also offered dual codec together with our own
compression technology, IDIS Intelligent Codec2. This
meant that users could view in H.264 without having to
upgrade hardware to gain all the storage and bandwidth
benefits.
“In addition, higher resolution didn’t hamper our
customers’ ability to remotely view and retrieve footage
via their existing smartphones and tablets – a vital
capability for most businesses today.
“Many manufacturers have been slow to adopt H.265,
not just because of the upgrade cost for the additional
processing power, but because of compatibility issues
with mainstream VMS. And that remains an issue,
so many users are still not benefiting from the latest
compression technologies.”
James Min, managing director, IDIS Europe
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Of the three categories of innovation entirely unrelated to
image quality, ‘mobile applications’ came out well on top
with 38%. From internet banking to streaming music, there
are few services consumers wouldn’t rather do on their
phone nowadays and surveillance operators increasingly
have the same expectation of remote access through
smartphones and tablets. Giving security teams more
flexibility in procurement and system design, integrations
with third-party hardware/software was chosen by 26%.
Redundancy or failover functionality was the least favoured
of the six categories, polling just 12%. Admittedly, the odds
of important footage being missed because it happened to
coincide with brief network disruption are fairly long. But
this low probability outcome is also one with potentially
serious consequences: losing crucial courtroom evidence,
missing an opportunity to find missing persons or losing
track of a terror suspect.
In the previous edition of this report, two in three
respondents would take a break in footage caused by a
system fault ‘very seriously’ and one in four would take
it ‘moderately seriously’. Downtime was reported as
happening at least once or twice a year by 73% of end users
and more than 10 times a year for 11%.

1 IDIS cameras https://www.idisglobal.com/index/product_
all/2?lang=EN&country=IDIS
2 Intelligent Codec https://www.idisglobal.com/index/
codec?lang=EN&country=IDIS
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9. Brexit
Are you aware of surveillance projects being shelved or delayed due to Brexit?
Yes - uncertainty has
DELAYED projects
Yes - uncertainty has caused
projects to be CANCELLED

15%
6%

Possibly - although it’s hard to
pinpoint Brexit as the cause

32%

No - but it might happen if
uncertainty continues

18%

No - and I don’t expect
it to happen

29%

Many negative economic developments in the UK since
June 2016 have been linked, rightly or wrongly, to the
fateful decision of the British electorate to leave the EU.
With a deal, no deal and no Brexit all still in play at the time
of writing, continuing uncertainty about the UK’s eventual
destination appears to be harming business confidence.
Figures from the Office of National Statistics showed that
UK businesses invested £22bn less due to Brexit in the two
and a half years following the referendum27. Brexit has also
been cited as a factor in the collapse of British Steel, while
UK car production fell by almost half in April due to factory
shutdowns designed to cope with no-deal disruption28.
For all the operational benefits of modern video surveillance
systems, CCTV upgrades are probably not the top priority
for businesses worried about their commercial future.

Might Brexit uncertainty have therefore persuaded many
to delay or abandon plans to upgrade their surveillance
systems? And of course any delay to, or abandonment of,
the construction of new commercial or residential buildings
would reduce the number of new video surveillance
installations.
Just over one in five (21%) UK-based respondents said
they were aware of projects being either delayed (15%) or
shelved altogether (6%). A further 32% suspected this might
have happened but that it was ‘hard to pinpoint Brexit as
the cause’. Another 18% thought Brexit hadn’t yet had
any noticeable impact but it ‘might happen if uncertainty’
continued for much longer. That left 29% who had neither
heard of projects being delayed or abandoned due to
Brexit nor expected it to happen in the future.

27 Brexit blows a £22bn hole in business investment underlining need for trade deal (Telegraph)
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2018/09/02/brexit-blows-22bn-hole-business-investment-underlining-need/
28 Brexit: UK car production plunges amid ‘untold damage’ of EU leave date chaos (The Guardian)
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/may/30/uk-car-production-plunges-amid-untold-damage-of-brexit-chaos
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